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Social value in the built environment



Incorporating social value into design



Example - Stage 0: Strategic definition



Measuring social value











Social Value and the Underground –

The Role of Urban Planning



Planners and Social 

Value

Ebeneezer Howard and Garden Cities

Sir Titus Salt and Saltaire



What is a town planner’s role?

“They help shape the way towns and cities develop”

“Ensure land is used effectively to 
meet economic, social and 
environmental needs”

“They aim to balance conflicting demands –
housing, industry, agriculture, recreation, transport 
and the environment”

“Organise our
environment to 
make it a better 
place to live”“Create short and long term 

solutions to develop and 
revitalize communities and 
areas”

“Steer proposals to consent and completion”



Town Planning – Overground and 

Underground?

The Town and Country Planning Act 1990, 

s. 55 - The definition of development:

‘carrying out building operations in, on, over or

under land…’

Planning permission is tied to the land, and land 

ownership in theory is ‘as deep as is required’ (subject to 

various restrictions)



Social Value in Planning Policy
1. NATIONAL

The National Planning Policy Framework – the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development

Three Dimensions to Sustainable Development, one of which is:

‘ a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities…creating a high 
quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs 
and support its health, social and cultural well-being’

2. REGIONAL

London Plan – legally required to deal with three cross-cutting themes, including social 
development

Social Infrastructure SPG – part of the ‘Shaping Neighbourhood Portfolio of Policy 
Documents’ 

3. LOCAL

Local Planning Policy – encapsulates Boroughs’ aims to create sustainable communities 
for their population



Revitalising Disused Underground 

Spaces Lowline Public 
Park, New York

MailRail, London

Growing 
Underground, 
Clapham, London



New Underground Spaces

The British Library 
Basement

Jubilee Place & Canary Wharf Station



What Underground Planning Policy Exists in London?

At a ‘London-wide’ Level – safeguarding for major transport infrastructure projects

Local Policy: 

- Areas of Archaeological Interest
- Guidelines for basements



What’s Missing?

Coordinated, Citywide Underground 

Planning



Case Studies - Helsinki

An Adopted (legally binding) Plan to Shape the Future Development of the Underground

Temppeliaukio 
Church

- Introduced underground ‘space reservation’ system
- Reserves >200 underground spaces for future uses
- Retains ‘bedrock’ for public projects
- Attempts to link existing and future proposed spaces



Case Studies - Montreal

- Government ‘tagged’ underground development onto infrastructure schemes
- Development agreements – helped to improve linkages between existing and 

proposed / newly constructed underground space

Successfully incentivised developers to improve underground linkages and create 
commercial space



Case Studies - Singapore

Relocating certain industrial uses underground to 
free up land for more sustainable use above

Jurong Rock Caverns

- Cash Grant scheme for developers 
to improve underground linkages

- Government amended land law to 
take control of the sub strata



Case Studies - China

Beijing:
- Extensive 4 year research on 17 topics underpinned its formulation 
- 3 simple vertical planning zones that guide development
- Underground Space Steering Committee makes the important strategic decisions

BUT:
- All land in cities owned by the state 

Underground space planning in cities becoming very common



Collaboration between public and private bodies has enabled the development of 
planning strategies for underground space

Case Studies - Japan

- Government relaxed planning laws

- Actively promoted the development 
of the underground during the 90s 
recession

- Many privately funded but under 
public land

- Link to rail stations

- Huge emphasis on schemes that are 
simply designed and ‘in the public 
interest’



Case Studies – Rectory Farm, London

An innovative construction 
solution to release the full social 
potential of a site

A brand new public park 
on green belt land, with 
gravel extraction to enable 
the development of 
industrial storage beneath



The GLA’s Infrastructure Mapping 

Application for London



What Factors Must Planning of the 

Underground Consider?

What impact will 
land ownership 
have? How can it 
be used 
advantageously?

How will the 
city’s governance 
affect 
implementation?

What effect will 
geology have on 
uses / proposals?

How could 
developers be 
incentivized?

Which uses 
should be 
prioritized and 
why?

How can future 
proposed 
Underground 
Transport Projects 
be utilized?

Could enhanced 
land values 
around new 
stations be 
levers?

What form should 
underground planning 
/ guidance take? 

Which uses are 

needed more in 

certain locations 

and why?



Next Steps

- Need a Champion within the Planning World

- Create a Vision

- Detailed research to identify the opportunities –

create an evidence base

- Use Think Tanks

- Promotion of the concept via the London Assembly

- Build on the GIS base


